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Putting Language Switching in Context:
Effects of Sentence Context and Interlocutors on Bilingual Switching

Angela de Bruin and Veniamin Shiron
Department of Psychology, University of York

Many bilinguals switch languages in daily-life conversations. Although this usually happens within sen-

tence context and with another speaker, most research on the cognitive mechanisms underlying the produc-

tion of language switches has studied individual words. Here, we examined how context influences both

switching frequency and the temporal cost associated with it. Sixty Bulgarian-English bilinguals named pic-

tures in their language of choice without any context, in a sentence context, and in interaction with another

(recorded) bilingual. Switching frequency was lower, and costs higher, when bilinguals switched languages

with context than without context. This suggests switching costs were not an artifact of tasks without con-

text. Furthermore, both switching frequency and costs correlated across the tasks. In addition, we examined

the potential influence of sentence context and the conversation partner. Predictability in sentence context

has previously been argued to reduce language competition, which in turn could influence switching. We

therefore compared sentences with a predictable or unpredictable target word. As hypothesized, bilinguals

were less likely to switch languages when aword was predictable in its sentence context, potentially because

words in the other language were less active. The conversation partner’s overall switching behaviour had

little impact on a bilingual’s general switching rate, showing relatively low global alignment. However,

local alignment was observed as switching was influenced by the partner’s switching in the immediately

preceding utterance. Together, these findings show that while production tasks without context can reliably

measure switching costs, studying effects of context is necessary to better capture a bilingual’s language-

switching behavior.

Keywords: voluntary language switching, bilingualism, sentence context, predictability, bilingual

interlocutors

Supplemental materials: https://doi.org/10.1037/xlm0001309.supp

One remarkable ability closely associated with bilingualism is the

ability to switch between multiple languages. However, research

studying the cognitive mechanisms underlying language switching

can be low in ecological validity (e.g., Blanco-Elorrieta &

Pylkkänen, 2018). Much research has focused on cued single-word

production tasks, in which participants name individual pictures in

response to a cue (e.g., a Spanish flag instructing them to name

the picture in Spanish). While these tasks reflect one type of lan-

guage switching, bilinguals also often switch freely in their conver-

sations with other bilinguals who speak the same languages. Recent

research has therefore started to compare these cued naming para-

digms to production tasks where bilinguals are free to use the lan-

guages and switch as and when they want. In these voluntary

naming tasks, participants still name individual pictures but can

now use their own language of choice rather than having to respond

to a cue. The advantage of picture-naming tasks is that they provide

measures such as naming speed (naming onset relative to picture pre-

sentation), which can be relatively easily compared across tasks tra-

ditionally used in the literature. However, naming individual words

without any context does not capture the many contextual factors
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that can influence language production in daily life. The current

study therefore examined new paradigms to study the effects of con-

text on bilingual switching in a more naturalistic setting that still pro-

vides the well-controlled and frequently used measure of naming

times. In addition to comparing how bilinguals switch languages

across different types of production with and without context, we

also specifically studied the influence of sentence predictability

and the bilingual interlocutor (conversation partner) on both switch-

ing behavior and costs.

Voluntary Language Switching Without Context

The way bilinguals use their languages and switch is likely related

to various factors. It can be driven by bottom-up processes such as

speed of lexical access (how fast a word can be produced in each lan-

guage, e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018) and self-priming and priming by

others (e.g., Fricke & Kootstra, 2016). It can also be governed by

more top-down processes such as a speaker’s communicative inten-

tions (e.g., D. W. Green, 2018), which can include using language

switches for more rhetorical functions such as emphasizing informa-

tion (e.g., Poplack, 1988).

In order to study the cognitive mechanisms involved in language

switching, research examining voluntary language switching during

production typically presents participants with pictures they can

name in their language of choice. In these free dual-language con-

texts, bilinguals usually generate switch trials (different language

to name the picture on trial n than on n−1) and nonswitch trials

(same language used on trials n and n−1). Comparing naming

times between switch and nonswitch trials often shows a switching

cost, with slower naming when switching languages than on non-

switch trials. The size of this cost, however, varies across studies.

Some studies find a similar cost for cued and voluntary switching

(e.g., de Bruin & McGarrigle, in press; de Bruin et al., 2018;

Gollan et al., 2014) while others find larger cued than voluntary

costs (e.g., de Bruin & Xu, 2023; Gollan et al., 2014; Jevtović et

al., 2020). Some other studies have not observed voluntary switch-

ing costs at all (e.g., Blanco-Elorrieta & Pylkkänen, 2017), although

this tends to be the case when bilinguals are encouraged, either

through instructions or by choosing language-specific items, to

always use the same language for each item (e.g., Kleinman &

Gollan, 2016; Zhu et al., 2022).

The presence of voluntary switching costs suggests that bilinguals

still need to coordinate the two languages so that they can be used

interchangeably in a dual-language environment (D. W. Green &

Wei, 2014). Typically, and similar to cued switching, switching

costs are interpreted in light of bilinguals experiencing competition

between languages when switching. To manage this competition,

they might apply language control, for instance in the form of inhi-

bition over the language not currently used (D. W. Green, 1998).

However, other interpretations have been proposed too. Language

switching might be used as a “tool” to use when speech planning

is more difficult or demanding (cf. Beatty-Martínez et al., 2020;

Johns & Steuck, 2021). For instance, a language switch could

help to manage or recover from particularly high lexical competition

or language interference. Following this interpretation, switching

costs might reflect a switch being used in a more demanding

utterance.

Furthermore, voluntary language production has also been shown

to generally recruit less language control than other types of language

production. For instance, naming in voluntary dual-language con-

texts is usually faster than in cued dual-language contexts, but some-

times also than single-language naming (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018,

cf. also Johns & Steuck, 2021). Freely using two languages might

require less proactive (sustained) language control than having to

use one language only. In the latter case, bilinguals proactively

need to avoid interference from the nontarget language. This proac-

tive control might be less necessary when two languages can be

used freely (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018). Thus, in some aspects,

using two languages freely appears to place relatively low demands

on language control, relative to other language contexts (cf.

Adaptive Control Hypothesis, D. W. Green & Abutalebi, 2013).

The presence of switching costs in many picture-naming studies is

the main indicator suggesting bilinguals continue to experience

competition between languages. The current study therefore focuses

on this competition (and the reactive control potentially used to man-

age it) in relation to the moment of language switching. However, it

can also be questioned whether switching costs might be an artifact

of the way these costs are measured, namely by having to produce

individual words that are not related to each other. If this is the

case, switching costs should be smaller or absent when words are

produced in sentence context. Furthermore, in that scenario, switch-

ing costs and frequency (i.e., how often a bilingual switches) would

be expected not to correlate (or to only show a low correlation) when

measured in context versus no-context. The current study therefore

examined switching frequency and costs in traditionally used

picture-naming tasks without context, when naming pictures pre-

ceded by a sentence context, and when naming pictures preceded

by a sentence in interaction with another bilingual.

Language Switching During Production in Sentence

Context

Previous studies examining switching costs during production in

sentence contexts have mostly focused on language switching in

response to cues, rather than voluntary switching. Furthermore, results

are very mixed. Gullifer et al. (2013) asked Spanish–English bilin-

guals to read sentences in Spanish and/or English. Participants were

instructed to read the marked word in the sentence out loud.

Naming times did not differ between sentences following a switch

versus those preceded by the same language (no switching cost).

Naming times were measured for words in the middle of the sentence

that were not switches themselves, which could explain the absence of

a switching cost. However, Zhang et al. (2014) assessed switching

costs closer to the actual language switch and found no behavioral

cost either (although neural differences were observed).

Other studies have found switching costs for word production in

some types of sentence contexts but not in others. Declerck and

Philipp (2015) compared scrambled sentences (no sentence context)

to language-unspecific sentences (syntactic structure correct in both

languages) and language-specific sentences (syntactic structure cor-

rect in one language but not the other). Participants memorized the

languages and concepts they had to use to complete each sentence.

Switching costs were found in the scrambled and language-specific

sentences but not in the language-unspecific sentences. This study

suggests that switching costs can be found in some sentence con-

texts, but perhaps not in the sentence contexts that more typically

elicit switches in natural speech (language-unspecific sentences).

There are multiple reasons why switching costs might be smaller
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in a sentence context. One explanation for this specific study could

be that language-specific sentences contained a syntactic structure

that differed between languages, which might have increased inter-

ference. More generally, a sentence context might also allow more

time for planning and response preparation than single-word produc-

tion. Switching costs in single-word production studies have been

found to be smaller—although not absent—when more preparation

time is given (e.g., Costa & Santesteban, 2004). Sentence contexts

that allow for less preparation, such as scrambled sentences, might

therefore show the largest switching costs.

However, using various measures, other studies have shown

switching costs across a range of sentence contexts (e.g., through

language intrusions, Declerck et al., 2017; naming times,

Tarłowski et al., 2013; cf. Declerck et al., 2021 for filled pauses as

a measure of costs associated with using two languages). The vast

majority of research instructed bilinguals which language to use

(or assessed comprehension rather than production, which is not

reviewed here). Three studies that assessed voluntary switching in

sentence contexts or conversations all observed switching costs

too. Faroqi-Shah and Wereley (2022) assessed intersyllabic dura-

tions and found these to be longer when participants switched lan-

guages in a conversation. Sánchez et al. (2022) assessed filled

pauses (e.g., “um”) and observed voluntary second language (L2)

but not first language (L1) switching costs. Finally, Fricke et al.

(2016) used corpus data and found that bilinguals’ code switches

were preceded by a slower speech rate and a larger cross-language

influence on consonant voice onset times than sentences without

switches.

Research looking at switching in sentences during language pro-

duction thus remains limited, especially when considering voluntary

switches (as opposed to switching in response to a cue or because a

word is presented in a specific language). Most studies find switch-

ing costs, but not all. However, most studies do not compare sen-

tence contexts to no-context and it thus remains unclear how

exactly sentence contexts influence switching, both in terms of vol-

untary switching frequency and the costs often associated with it. A

direct comparison across tasks is furthermore made more difficult

because of the different measures and tasks used across studies in

the current literature (e.g., filled pauses, speech rate, word-reading

times), which also differ from the measures typically used in single-

word studies (naming times in picture-naming paradigms).

On the one hand, sentence contexts might provide a more natural-

istic reflection of how bilinguals typically use words and might

therefore encourage switching. The coactivation of two grammars

could further enhance activation of both languages (cf. MacSwan,

2000), which might increase switching frequency. With respect to

switching costs, these might be smaller in sentence contexts than

when individual words are not related to each other (Declerck &

Philipp, 2015), potentially because sentence contexts allow for

more preparation time. However, such effects of potential prepara-

tion time have been found to only influence cued but not voluntary

language switching (de Bruin & Xu, 2023).

On the other hand, switching frequency might be lower and costs

higher in a sentence context. Some types of sentence contexts have

been found to decrease coactivation of the other language (e.g.,

Elston-Güttler, 2000; Van Hell & de Groot, 2008). The linguistic

information presented in a sentence context might prime words in

the corresponding target language and might partly (although not

entirely, cf. Lauro & Schwartz, 2017) reduce the activation of the

other language. For voluntary switching, this might reduce the fre-

quency of switching and increase costs when a switch is made.

Thus, switching behavior/frequency and costs might differ

between naming in isolation versus context, but it is currently

unclear (a) whether switching costs during voluntary switching

can be found reliably across different tasks with and without context,

(b) whether an individual’s switching frequency and costs relate to

each other across (no) contexts, and (c) if differences between con-

texts are observed, how sentence context influences both switching

frequency and costs.

Predictable Versus Unpredictable Sentence Contexts

In addition to studying how switching costs and frequency relate

across contexts, we also examined two specific features of context

that have been found to impact language production more generally.

One important feature of sentence contexts that can modulate the

activation of the two languages is predictability. Lexical activation

is closely associated to language choice and voluntary switching.

For instance, bilingual language choice depends on how quickly a

word can be accessed in each language (de Bruin et al., 2018). We

therefore studied the influence of predictable versus unpredictable

sentence contexts on switching frequency and costs.

The effects of sentence predictability are often studied by assess-

ing the cognate effect as a measure of language coactivation. For

instance, Schwartz and Kroll (2006) presented participants with cog-

nates, words that are similar in form and meaning across two lan-

guages (such as piano in English and Spanish), and control words.

In some sentences (e.g., “When we entered the dining hall we saw

the piano in the corner of the room”), the sentence context did not

predict the occurrence of “piano” specifically. However, the target

“piano” was predicted to occur in other sentences (e.g., “Before

playing, the composer first wiped the keys of the piano at the begin-

ning of the concert”). In line with previous studies, cognates were

processed faster than control words in unpredictable sentences.

However, this cognate facilitation effect was absent in predictable

sentence contexts. This suggests that when the sentence is predicting

a specific word, coactivation of the other language might be reduced

(see also e.g., Elston-Güttler, 2000; Van Hell & de Groot, 2008, for

similar findings). Although not all studies have found differences

between predictable and unpredictable sentences (e.g., Van

Assche et al., 2011), a recent meta-analysis (Lauro & Schwartz,

2017) showed that, across studies, cognate facilitation is present in

both types of sentence contexts but smaller in predictable sentences.

These findings firstly suggest that even in predictable sentence

contexts, the other language remains active and competes for selec-

tion. Thus, in line with nonselective models of bilingual processing

and production (e.g., Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002; D. W. Green,

1998), neither type of sentence context fully restricts activation to

the target language of the sentence. However, coactivation of the

other language might be smaller when a word is predictable. In

those contexts, a combination of semantic, syntactic, and language

features and expectations can restrict coactivation of related word

representations in the other language (cf. Dijkstra et al., 2015).

However, these differences between sentence types might mostly

affect later processing stages. Libben and Titone’s (2009) eye-

tracking study showed cross-linguistic effects in predictable sen-

tences in early fixation measures but not for total reading times.

This suggests coactivation between languages could influence the
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early stages of lexical selection in both predictable and unpredictable

sentences, with sentence effects more likely to emerge for later pro-

cessing stages.

The literature regarding sentence predictability as reviewed above

focuses on the listener or reader comprehending sentences. An open

question therefore remains whether potential differences in lan-

guage/lexical coactivation between predictable and unpredictable

sentence contexts can influence language production and in particu-

lar also language switching (including earlier stages of planning and

processing, i.e., language/lexical choice related to language

switches). The findings from the comprehension literature regarding

predictability modulating language coactivation would be expected

to also apply to language production and switching. Focusing on

switching frequency first, language switching might be more likely

when the “other language” (i.e., the one not currently in use) is more

active and competes more strongly for selection. If the other lan-

guage is less active in predictable sentences, participants might be

less likely to switch languages than in unpredictable sentences.

This account focuses on speaker-based factors, in the form of

speaker-internal lexical activation influencing the speaker’s choice.

However, this prediction regarding switching frequency is also in

line with listener-based factors focusing more on communicative

strategies to help the listener. Using corpus data, Myslín and Levy

(2015) examined the switching patterns of Czech-English bilinguals

and found that word predictability was closely associated with

switching. Bilinguals switched more often when a word’s meaning

was less predictable in that context or conversation. The explanation

offered argues that speakers potentially switch languages to cue the

listener that less predictable information is coming up. In this sense,

language choice and switching can be used as a marker of informa-

tional content, with bilinguals potentially helping the listener by

switching when words or meanings are less predictable or expected.

Indeed, listeners can benefit from this. Tomić and Valdés Kroff

(2022) used eye-tracking to examine how Spanish-English bilin-

guals process high- and low-frequency words in sentence contexts

with and without language switches. Participants were more likely

to look at low-frequency items in sentences containing switches,

suggesting they were using these switches as a cue anticipating the

presentation of less predictable words.

Thus, when words are less predictable, bilinguals might experi-

ence more coactivation from both languages and they might adjust

their language-switching behavior to help their audience. Both

speaker-based and listener-based accounts predict that bilinguals

are more likely to switch when a target word is not strongly predicted

by the preceding context. Furthermore, switching costs might also

differ between predictable and unpredictable sentence contexts. If

predictable sentence contexts reduce language coactivation, switch-

ing costs should be larger in predictable contexts. The activation of

the other language (i.e., the language the bilingual is switching to) is

argued to be lower in a predictable context while activation of the

currently used language is higher and interfering more. As a conse-

quence, switching to the other language might take more time in pre-

dictable contexts than in unpredictable contexts where coactivation

of the other language is higher. However, a purely listener-based

account could predict the opposite for naming times. If speakers

switch in unpredictable contexts to help the listener in a manner

that does not benefit the speaker, costs might be larger in unpredict-

able contexts instead, as a consequence of having to adjust your

behavior in favor of the listener.

Bilingual Interaction With an Interlocutor

So far, we have focused on sentence context but language users

also often communicate in interaction with a conversation partner

(interlocutor), who can influence their lexical choice (sofa or

couch) and syntactic alignment (e.g., Garrod & Pickering, 2004),

as well as language choice (Kootstra et al., 2020) and switching

(e.g., Kootstra et al., 2020). For instance, Kootstra et al. (2020)

found that bilinguals were more likely to switch languages them-

selves immediately after a switch produced by the interlocutor.

This lab-based evidence aligns with corpus data (Fricke &

Kootstra, 2016). This interactive alignment can occur as the conse-

quence of more automatic mechanisms closely related to priming.

For instance, the interlocutor using Language A can increase the

overall baseline activation of that language, thus facilitating a bilin-

gual’s retrieval of words in that language. However, alignment can

also occur for more social or pragmatic reasons, including wanting

to facilitate the listener’s processing by using their preferred words

or language (e.g., Kapiley & Mishra, 2019) and through aiming to

create a shared identity or be viewed more positively (e.g.,

Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). Kootstra et al. (2020) suggested that

the interactive alignment of switching might be more closely associ-

ated with priming and activation than with alignment for more social

or pragmatic reasons. Their Experiment 2 showed that bilinguals

were also more likely to switch to the nondefault language after hear-

ing single-language sentences (without any switches) in that lan-

guage. This suggests that the increased activation of the

nondefault language increased the likelihood of using that language,

and thus of switching, in their study.

However, their work focused on the immediate (local) effects of

an interlocutor’s use on a bilingual’s utterance. Pragmatic or social

alignment might occur at a more global level across a conversation,

by “mimicking” the overall language behavior of the interlocutor.

Furthermore, the pure presence of a bilingual interlocutor can influ-

ence the way bilinguals process language switching (Tomić & Kaan,

2022), although it is unclear how this relates to the production of

switches. The current study therefore examined the influence of an

interlocutor’s global switching frequency on a bilingual’s own

global switching frequency. By keeping the actual language choice

of the interlocutor consistent (half Language A, half Language B),

we were able to study global alignment in switching frequency, irre-

spective of language activation. Furthermore, unlike previous stud-

ies, we were not only able to examine effects of the interlocutor’s

switching behavior on the participant’s switching frequency, but

also on switching costs. If bilinguals align their switching frequency

to the interlocutor for pragmatic or social reason, this is likely to be a

less automatic process and might therefore increase overall naming

times and/or switching costs. However, if bilinguals align their

switching frequency through more unmediated processes like prim-

ing, switching costs should not be influenced or even smaller in the

high-switching interlocutor condition.

In addition, as more exploratory analyses, we also examined the

immediate, local influence of the interlocutor’s behavior on switch-

ing and language choice. With respect to local effects of language

switching, similar to Kootstra et al. (2020), we examined whether

bilinguals switched more often immediately after the interlocutor

switched in their utterance. Importantly, any switching alignment

effects in our study could not be because of “lexical boost” effects.

Previous research has suggested alignment effects might be (partly)
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driven by a lexical boost as the consequence of lexical items being

repeated across the interlocutor’s and participant’s utterances (e.g.,

verb repetition, Pickering & Branigan, 1998). In the current study,

the interlocutor’s preceding utterance differed from the lexical

items to be used in the bilingual’s utterance, allowing us to examine

switching alignment in the absence of such lexical boost.

Furthermore, previous studies have shown that bilinguals can also

align in terms of their language choice (e.g., Fricke & Kootstra,

2016). Given that our study was set up so that the interlocutor always

used each language half of the time, we did not examine global

language-choice alignment. However, we did examine whether

bilinguals aligned their language choice on specific lexical items

by studying if bilinguals were more likely to use the language the

interlocutor previously used for that specific picture. Together,

these planned and more exploratory analyses allowed us to examine

alignment at a more global and more local level, in terms of both

switching and language choice.

Current Study

In summary, the current study aimed to examine voluntary lan-

guage switching across paradigms that differ in the presence and

type of context. At a more practical level, we wanted to examine

new tasks that allow for comparisons between switching across dif-

ferent contexts, and that allow for a comparison with previous work

focusing on word production without context. A few different para-

digms have been developed to study (cued and voluntary) language

production in a sentence context (e.g., Sánchez et al., 2022), but

these paradigms vary in the type of measures used, both from each

other and from the no-context naming tasks typically used in the lit-

erature. Given that the vast majority of psycholinguistic research on

language control during production examines naming onset times,

here we asked participants to name pictures without context

(no-context), after reading the start of a sentence out loud (context-

sentence), and in interaction with another bilingual (context-inter-

locutor). Presenting bilinguals with a sentence, rather than allowing

them to freely generate sentences, allowed us to control the content

of those sentences and manipulate the role of sentence predictability.

As a first question (Q1), we examined how bilinguals switch lan-

guages (in terms of frequency and costs) in these different environ-

ments. We compared the influence of sentence context (naming a

picture completing a sentence vs. no-context) and the influence of

an interlocutor (naming a picture in a sentence context with or without

a recording of another bilingual interlocutor). We examined whether

these two types of context modulated the presence, size, and reliability

of switching costs as well as the relationships across tasks.

On the one hand, context might provide a more naturalistic envi-

ronment and additional time for response planning, which could

result in lower switching costs (e.g., Declerck & Philipp, 2015)

and potentially more frequent switching. Furthermore, if switching

costs in voluntary picture naming tasks are artifacts of un-naturalistic

tasks requiring naming without relationships between words or con-

text, we would expect switching costs to only arise in the typically

used no-context task. On the other hand, context might reduce lan-

guage coactivation (e.g., Van Hell & de Groot, 2008), which

could result in less switching and higher costs. Our main comparison

of interest was therefore between the no-context and context-

sentence (no interlocutor) tasks. The context-interlocutor task was

mostly included to examine the effects of the interlocutor’s

switching behavior. However, we also compared the context-

sentence and context-interlocutor tasks to examine if frequency

and costs are influenced by the presence of an interlocutor more gen-

erally (cf. Tomić & Kaan, 2022). Due to the many differences

between the no-context and context-interlocutor tasks, and as pre-

registered, we did not compare those two conditions directly.

Although we made the three tasks as similar as possible by work-

ing with the same dependent variables (DVs), stimuli, and partici-

pants, some differences between tasks remained that could

influence the absolute size of switching frequency and costs. We

therefore also examined the correlations and reliability of switching

frequency and costs across tasks. If switching costs are observed in

all tasks but are reflecting different underlying mechanisms, we

would expect frequency and cost correlations across tasks to be

low or absent. However, if switching frequency and costs correlate

across tasks and are comparable in terms of internal reliability, this

would provide support for more systematically arising switching

behavior across context and no-context tasks.

Furthermore, we examined the influence of sentence context and

interlocutors on language switching to assess the role of specific

contextual factors within the same task. Within the context-sentence

task (Q2), we compared predictable sentence contexts that predicted

a specific target word to more neutral, unpredictable contexts that did

not predict one specific final target word. If bilinguals experience

less parallel language activation in predictable contexts (e.g., Van

Hell & de Groot, 2008), we expected fewer switches and larger

switching costs in predictable than unpredictable contexts. Within

the context-interlocutor task (Q3), we compared interacting with a

high- or low-switching interlocutor. If the overall switching pattern

of an interlocutor influences a bilingual’s global switching pattern,

we expected lower switching frequency (and possibly higher switch-

ing costs) when interacting with a bilingual who switches rarely. Our

main focus was on the overall behavior (switching frequency) of the

interlocutor. However, in line with previous studies (e.g., Kootstra et

al., 2020), we also conducted additional exploratory analyses exam-

ining the local influence of the interlocutor’s switching in the pre-

ceding sentence and the influence of the interlocutor’s language

choice for a given item.

Method

Transparency and Openness

The study plan and analysis were preregistered. The data and anal-

ysis scripts, together with the preregistration, can be found here:

https://osf.io/nuqga/de Bruin & Shiron (2023). A list of all stimuli

used (picture names and sentences) can also be found on the

Open Science Framework (OSF) page. The Methods section

below reports all measures and manipulations used in the study

explains howwe determined sample size, and reasons for participant

exclusion from data analysis. The data analysis and Results sections

provide details about the software used to analyze the data.

Exploratory analyses are presented in a separate section of the

Results, labeled as being exploratory.

Participants

The study was completed by 60 Bulgarian-English bilinguals,

whowere recruited through Prolific.co. An additional 22 participants

were tested but either did not complete all naming tasks (N= 11),
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had problems with their recordings being inaudible, empty, or not

aligning with the instructions regarding sentence reading (N= 10),

or did not meet our eligibility requirements regarding not having

any known language difficulties (N= 1). We initially intended to

recruit 78 participants but included stopping at 60 participants as a

possibility in our preregistration if recruitment proved difficult

(which was the case, partly because of the large number of partici-

pants that had to be excluded, and partly because no more partici-

pants volunteered through Prolific.co). Power analyses based on

language-switching in isolation (using simr, P. Green & MacLeod,

2016, with power estimates based on de Bruin et al., 2018) showed

that≏30 participants gave over 80% power to detect switching costs

of the size previously observed in voluntary switching tasks without

context. Further power analyses were difficult as there are no previ-

ous studies providing clear effect sizes for effects of sentence pre-

dictability and global switching frequency of the interlocutor on

switching cost and frequency. All participants (Mage= 30.2 years,

SD= 8.5; 10 Male) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,

were not color blind, and had no known neurological, language, or

reading impairment. All apart from six were right handed. The

study was approved by the Ethics Committee in the Department of

Psychology at the University of York. Participants provided

informed consent online at the start of the study.

All participants were native speakers of Bulgarian, with a mean

age of acquisition in English of 10.8 years (SD= 7.4). The majority

of participants (53/60) were living in an English-dominant country

(e.g., United Kingdom) at the moment of testing and participants,

only including those living in an English-dominant country, on aver-

age had spent 10 years in that country (range 2–22 years).

Proficiency was assessed in both languages through self-ratings

and two objective measures. One assessed vocabulary through a

written picture naming task based on de Bruin et al. (2017), in

which they typed the English and Bulgarian names for 65 pictures.

Correct responses with minor typos were accepted. Proficiency was

also assessed through a cloze test. In this story completion task, par-

ticipants read a story about Little Red Riding Hood with 25 blanks

(based on Ivanov, 2012). They were asked to complete the blanks

with a fitting word. Answers were accepted if they were grammati-

cally correct and fitting the story. Participants’ proficiency was

high in both languages in all assessments (see Table 1).

Participants were also asked to indicate their language use on a

scale of 1 (all Bulgarian) to 5 (all English) for different time frames

(childhood or now), activities (e.g., reading, watching TV), and with

different people (e.g., family and friends; a shorter version based on

Anderson et al., 2018). For questions asking about language use dur-

ing childhood/teenage years (four questions), participants reported

more frequent use of Bulgarian (M= 2.0, SD= 1.0). For questions

(16 questions) asking about current language use, participants

reported balanced or more frequent English use (M= 3.8, SD=

0.6). Participants also reported (on a scale from 1—never to 7—

very frequently) moderate to frequent language switching on a

daily basis (M= 5.3, SD= 1.6), within conversations (M= 5.0,

SD= 1.9), and within sentences (M= 4.5, SD= 2.0).

Design

Participants completed three different switching tasks. All analy-

ses included two DVs: switching frequency (i.e., how often partici-

pants switched languages) and reaction times (RTs, i.e., naming

onset time relative to the onset of picture presentation). We com-

pared these DVs across the three versions of the switching task: nam-

ing pictures without any context (“no-context”); naming pictures

after reading a sentence (“context-sentence”); and naming pictures

after reading a sentence in interaction with another bilingual

(“context-interlocutor”). Trial type (switch or nonswitch) was deter-

mined relative to the language used for the previous picture in the

no-context task, in line with previous studies. However, for the con-

text conditions in which the word was presented as part of a sen-

tence, we determined trial type relative to the language used in the

first part of the sentence. Here, a trial type was a switch if the lan-

guage used to name the target picture differed from the language

of the sentence (regardless of the language the participant used to

name the previous picture).

Within the context-sentence task, we manipulated predictability as

an additional independent variable within participants, with the sen-

tence context predicting the upcoming target word or being neutral

(not predicting a specific picture/word).Within the context-interlocutor

task, we manipulated the switching frequency of the interlocutor, with

half of the participants interacting with a frequent-switching interlocu-

tor and the other half interacting with a low-switching interlocutor.

Materials

We selected a set of 160 target pictures. Each picturewas presented

in each task but not repeated within the task.Most pictures were taken

from theMultiPic database (Duñabeitia et al., 2018), with a few addi-

tional pictures added through Google Images using a similar style.

The full list of target words and sentences can be found on the

OSF page, including an overview of the stimulus characteristics.

Sentences in the predictable and unpredictable conditions were

matched per language in terms of number of words, target frequency,

and number of phonemes and syllables of the target (English only,

Bulgarian words could not be matched on word length). Sentence

length was also matched between the languages, but because of the

nature of the two languages, target words could not be matched

between English and Bulgarian in terms of frequency and length.

However, this matching was not strictly necessary given that we

Table 1

Summary of the Participants’ Language Proficiency in Bulgarian

and English

Language proficiency measure Bulgarian English

Self-rated proficiency (1–10)a

Speaking 9.7 (0.8) 8.6 (1.5)
Understanding 9.9 (0.5) 9.1 (1.3)
Writing 9.1 (1.9) 8.7 (1.6)
Reading 9.5 (1.3) 9.2 (1.0)

Written picture naming task (0%–100%)b 94.8% (2.8) 96.5% (3.4)
Cloze test (0%–100%)c 93.7% (5.4) 89.3% (13.4)

Note. Means (and SDs) are provided for self-rated proficiency, the written
picture naming task, and the cloze test.
aQuestionnaire data were missing for one participant. bData are missing
from five participants because they either did not provide any answers, their
Bulgarian answers could not be scored because they did not answer in
Cyrillic, or because they completed the task in the wrong language. cData
are missing from six participants because they did not complete the task in
both languages (often because of keyboard-related issues when typing
Bulgarian responses).
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were not interested in the effects of or differences between languages

in this study (see Data Analysis section).

In the no-context task, each picture was presented once without

any context. In the context-sentence task, half of the pictures were

presented in a predictable context while the other half was presented

in an unpredictable context. Each sentence was presented once in

this task. Finally, in the context-interlocutor task, each picture was

presented within an unpredictable sentence context. To do this, 80

neutral sentences were presented twice (with two different target

words). We opted for unpredictable sentence contexts in this task

to simplify the design and because we expected this context to elicit

more switches.

There were several reasons why we worked with Bulgarian and

English. We aimed to use a language combination that allowed for

the use of the same word order in the sentences while also giving

us sufficient word options for our noncognate stimuli. For instance,

working with more typically studied language pairs like

French-English or Spanish-English would meet the word order

requirements but, given the relatively high number of cognates,

would have made word and sentence creation very difficult.

Bulgarian-English allowed us to select noncognates only while

still working with a subject–verb–object (SVO) sentence order in

both languages. While multiple word orders are possible in

Bulgarian, SVO is a common and neutral word order. The sentences

we created therefore always started with a neutral subject (e.g., “she”

or “the man”), followed by a verb. In most cases, the sentence con-

text only included the subject and verb, with participants asked to

generate the object in response to the pictures. In a few cases, sen-

tences also included prepositions, which occur just before the

noun phrase in both languages. One notable difference between

English and Bulgarian concerns the position of the article, which

is placed as a suffix at the end of the noun in Bulgarian. Definite arti-

cles in Bulgarian furthermore differ for masculine and feminine

nouns and depend on the end of the noun being a consonant or

vowel.

Sentence Predictability

Within the context-sentence task, half of the sentences predicted a

specific target word (e.g., “She reads…the book,” “He milks…the

cow,” or “She braids…the hair”) while the other half did not predict

a specific word (e.g., “She holds…the fork,” “She sells…the mir-

ror,” or “He hides…the pear”).

We ran a pilot study with six people to evaluate the predictability

of the target word in the sentence, in addition to a separate pilot with

nine participants conducted to ensure participants would switch lan-

guages in these sentence contexts. In the predictability checks, par-

ticipants were presented with the beginning of the sentence and were

asked to write down two possible target words. All participants saw

all sentence-target pairs. Half of the participants saw one-half of the

sentences in English and the other half in Bulgarian, with the lan-

guage of the sentence presentation reversed for the other half of

the participants.

For each participant, if one of their two responses contained the tar-

get word (including plural responses like “forks” instead of “fork”),

they received a score of 1 for that item. If neither of their responses for

that sentence contained our target word, their score was 0. If partic-

ipants provided a similar word that was not identical to the target

(e.g., “criminal” for “burglar” or “luggage” for “suitcase”), we did

not count these as a target response. Several predictable sentences

were therefore still given a score of 0, despite participants giving

very similar responses to the target. Across languages, participants

more often predicted our target words in predictable contexts

(by-item M= 26%, SD= 27) than in unpredictable contexts

(by-item M= 1.9%, SD= 8.4; a significant difference: Mann–

Whitney U= 5,111, p, .001).

Comparisons for each language separately also showed similar

differences between the predictable and unpredictable contexts.

Two items were initially in the unpredictable condition but were

moved to the predictable context when preparing the final set, as

they were named as potential targets by multiple pilot participants.

Almost all other unpredictable items (with the exception of three tar-

gets) were not named at all by the participants. Based on the pilot

data, a few additional changes were made to the stimuli to increase

the difference between predictable and unpredictable contexts. For

the final sentence set, using latent semantic analysis (Landauer et

al., 1998), we computed the relationship between the sentence’s

verb and the target noun. This relationship was higher for predictable

sentences (M= 0.30, SD= 0.17) than for unpredictable sentences,

M= 0.11, SD= 0.08; t(158)= 8.690, p, .001.

Due to the constraints in terms of items not always fitting a pre-

dictable sentence context, constraints around sentence complexity,

avoidance of cognate words, and use of easy-to-name pictures

only, we were not able to counterbalance pictures across the predict-

able and unpredictable sentence contexts. In the context-sentence

task, each picture therefore occurred either in a predictable or in

an unpredictable sentence context. To assess whether there were

any baseline differences between these pictures in terms of the mea-

sures of interest, we compared switching costs and switching fre-

quency between these sets of items during the baseline picture

naming task without context. Neither switching costs,M predictable

set= 120 ms, SD= 135; M unpredictable set= 133 ms, SD= 126,

t(58)=−0.728, p= .470, nor switching frequency, M predictable

set= 33.9%, SD= 12.0; M unpredictable set= 34.3%, SD= 11.2,

t(59)=−0.369, p= .714, differed significantly between the two

sets. Naming language, M predictable set= 55.1% English, SD=

17.2%; M unpredictable set= 55.0% English, SD= 18.6%,

t(59)= 0.159, p= .875, did not differ either.

Procedure

The study was run online through Gorilla.sc (Anwyl-Irvine et al.,

2020) and consisted of three sessions, which were counterbalanced

in order across participants. Each session included one of the three

naming tasks (see Figure 1; no-context, context-sentence, context-

interlocutor) and lasted approximately 30–45 min. The first and sec-

ond sessions were, on average, separated by 11 days (SD= 9) and

the second and third sessions by 13 days (SD= 9). Each session

started with a microphone check, asking participants to record them-

selves and to make sure they could hear their own recording before

continuing. All tasks used the same set of 160 pictures (see

“Materials”) that participants were free to name in Bulgarian or

English. Each picture was only presented once in each task and

there was no familiarization phase. Participants were always

instructed that they could use both languages interchangeably and

that they could switch whenever they wanted. They were asked to

just use the word that came to mind fastest regardless of the lan-

guage. They were also asked to name the picture with the article
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(e.g., “the dog”), to ensure comparability across the different con-

texts (i.e., article naming was required in the sentence contexts to

ensure grammaticality). Each task was preceded by two practice tri-

als using different items than the experiment and participants could

take a break in the middle of each task.

Picture Naming Without Context

In this session, participants saw one picture at a time and named

the picture without any context. Each trial started with a fixation

cross for 500 ms, followed by the picture staying on the screen for

3 s. This task was followed by the proficiency measurements and

questionnaire (see “Participants”).

Picture Naming in Sentence Context (Without an

Interlocutor)

In this task, participants were still instructed to name the pictures

but now saw the beginning of a short sentence that they were asked

to read out loud prior to each picture. Each trial started with a fixation

cross for 500 ms, followed by the sentence presented on the screen.

This sentence included the part prior to the noun phrase (article and

noun) they had to use to name the picture (e.g., “They saw…”).

Participants read the sentence out loud and pressed space when

they finished reading. Sentence reading was recorded during the

practice phase and was checked to make sure participants completed

the task correctly, which was the case for all included participants.

After they finished reading the sentence, another fixation cross

was presented for 500 ms, followed by the picture staying on the

screen for 3 s. The fixation cross was presented for 500 ms prior

to picture presentation to avoid interference if participants already

pressed space to see the picture while they were still finishing saying

the final word of the sentence.

Half of the trials used predictable sentences; the other half used

unpredictable sentences. Within each condition, half of the sen-

tences were presented in Bulgarian and the other half in English,

with the language of the sentences counterbalanced across partici-

pants. The order of trials was pseudorandomized so that no more

than four trials of the same condition or language appeared in a

row. Each picture was presented with a Bulgarian sentence to half

of the participants and with an English sentence to the other half.

We also ensured that language switches in terms of the start of the

presented sentence (e.g., Bulgarian sentence followed by an

English sentence) were distributed equally across predictable and

unpredictable conditions, languages, and pictures.

Picture Naming in the Sentence Context With an

Interlocutor

In the task with the interlocutor, participants and the interlocutor

read sentences and named pictures interchangeably. Each trial

started with an audio recording of the interlocutor reading a sentence

including the target word. The participant was then presented with

four pictures on the screen and asked to click on the one matching

the target word. Next, the participant read the sentence and named

their picture (similar to the sentence context without an interlocutor).

After they finished naming their picture, they saw a screen saying

“[name of interlocutor’s] go!” for one second, in line with the

instructions indicating that the interlocutor would also see four pic-

tures and select one matching the participant’s response. The partic-

ipant and interlocutor used the same sentences and target words.

All participants interacted with the same interlocutor, but for 31

participants the interlocutor switched frequently throughout the

Figure 1

Overview of the Three Switching Tasks (Left) and the Questions Related to the Comparisons of

Conditions Between and Within Tasks

Note. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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task and in the introduction video while he switched only rarely with

the other 29 participants. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the entire

study was conducted online. The interlocutor therefore introduced

himself through a recorded video at the start of the study. In both

conditions, the introduction video contained approximately 200

words, of which half were in Bulgarian and half in English.

Regarding the introduction video, in the high-switching condition,

approximately 10% of the words in the introduction text were a lan-

guage switch. In the low-switching condition, there was only one

language switch in the middle of the introduction text to make

sure both languages were used. The introduction video contained

some information about the interlocutor and explained the task the

participant was going to do together with the interlocutor.

In the high-switch condition, the interlocutor switched on half of

the sentences he produced in the task (40 switches to Bulgarian and

40 to English). Similar to the participant, the switch was always on

the target word. Four different list versions were used. In the low-

switch condition, the interlocutor switched on 10% of the trials

(eight switches to Bulgarian and eight switches to English). Twenty

different lists were used. All lists were set up so that, across the

lists, the 160 interlocutor’s target productions and the 160 partici-

pant’s target word were distributed equally across the preceding inter-

locutor’s English, Bulgarian, English-Bulgarian, and Bulgarian-

English sentences. However, because of the participant number

being lower than planned, there is some variability across target

items with respect to how often they were preceded by each type of

interlocutor utterance.

Data Analysis

Responses were scored and/or checked for accuracy by a Bulgarian-

English bilingual. Given that there was no familiarization phase, we

scored responses as correct if they were the target word or a similar

alternative (e.g., “luggage” for “suitcase”). Responses were scored as

incorrect if no response was given at all, if a completely different

word was used, or if the response combined English and Bulgarian.

RTs were scored in CheckVocal (Protopapas, 2007, using CheckFile).

Our analyses focused on switching frequency and RTs as the DVs.

Switching frequency was based on trial type (0= nonswitch, 1=

switch). RT analyses used log-transformed RTs as the raw data

were not normally distributed. All means reported in the article

(including figures and tables) are based on untransformed RTs. All

analyses only included correct responses. For the no-context task,

we also excluded trials preceded by a break or by a no response

(or a response combining two languages) as trial type could not be

determined in those cases. In the context tasks, trial type was deter-

mined relative to the language of the sentence and we therefore did

not exclude trials after the break or after a no response. Prior to the

RT analyses, we removed RT outliers that fell 2.5 SD above or below

the mean by participant and condition (1.2% of correct trials,

Grange, 2015).

Switching frequency data were analyzed using generalized linear

mixed-effects models and RTs through linear mixed-effects models,

using package lme4 (Version 1.1.21) and lmerTEST (Version 3.1.3)

in R (Version 3.6.1.). We started with maximal models including

by-participant and by-item intercepts and all within-participant/-

item slopes. When models did not converge, we first removed corre-

lations between slopes and intercepts, followed by the removal of

item slopes that explained the lowest amount of variance. Details

about the random-effects structure of the converging models are pro-

vided in the Results section per analysis.

First, we examined the effect of context on switching frequency and

costs. As preregistered, we conducted two separate analyses. One com-

pared the effect of context-sentence (no interlocutor) relative to

no-context. The second compared the effect of having an interlocutor

versus not having an interlocutor, comparing context-sentence to

context-interlocutor. We opted for two separate analyses, rather than

combining all three tasks in one analysis, because of the many differ-

ences between the context-interlocutor and the no-context tasks. These

two separate analyses allowed us to focus specifically on the two core

variables of interest: sentence context and interlocutor. The switching

frequency analysis included Task (no-context=−0.5 vs. context-

sentence= 0.5; context-interlocutor=−0.5 vs. context-sentence=

0.5) and language (Bulgarian=−0.5; English= 0.5) as main effects.

As preregistered, we only included language as a main effect to take

into consideration language-related differences when naming pictures.

We did not allow language to interact with other variables in themodel.

This decision was made for a few reasons. First, as expected, the bilin-

guals we recruited ranged in their proficiency in and use of Bulgarian.

While they all acquired Bulgarian from birth, many participants were

using English more in their daily lives and had high proficiency in

both languages, making it difficult to establish a clear first and second

languages. Second, our stimuli could not be matched perfectly

between the two languages and we therefore did not aim to examine

specific interactions between language and, for example, predictability

effects. Finally, because of the nature of the tasks, we could not work

with more than 160 trials per task and allowing language to interact

with other variables would likely lead to overfitting the data without

collecting more trials.

The RT analysis was set up the same way, but now also included

Trial type (nonswitch=−0.5; switch= 0.5) as a main effect and in

interaction with Task. We also examined the correlation across the

tasks by computing the mean switching frequency (% switch trials

relative to number of correct trials) and switching cost (mean

switch–nonswitch RT) per participant and task.

We furthermore examined the roles of sentence predictability

(context-sentence task only; predictable=−0.5; unpredictable=

0.5) and interlocutor (context-interlocutor task only; low-switching

interlocutor=−0.5; high-switching interlocutor= 0.5). Again, we

examined the potential influence on switching frequency and RTs

as the DVs.

Results

Accuracy was high in all three tasks (no-context:M= 93.5%, SD=

4.1; context-sentence: M= 92.8%, SD= 5.1; context-interlocutor:

M= 93.9%, SD= 3.0). Although accuracy was slightly below 95%

(which we preregistered as the accuracy cutoff to analyze accuracy),

we did not analyze the accuracy data further as most errors were

because of participants using the wrong name for a picture because

they did not recognize it. In all tasks, English was used somewhat

more often than Bulgarian (no-context: M= 55.1%, SD= 17.5;

context-sentence: M= 56.0%, SD= 16.0; context-interlocutor: M=

61.2%, SD= 16.4; based on correct responses included in the fre-

quency analysis).

Across tasks, participants ranged in their switching frequency

(range 6%–49% of trials being a switch, although most participants

on average switched between 20% and 40% of trials). Similarly,
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items ranged in their switching frequency (19%–55% switches in the

no-context task) and language choice (24%–79% named in English

across participants). Across participants, all items were used to

switch languages and all items were sometimes named in English

and sometimes in Bulgarian.

Q1. Switching Frequency: Context-Sentence Versus

No-Context and Context-Sentence Versus

Context-Interlocutor

We first examined whether switching frequency differed when

naming pictures in the no-context versus in the context-sentence

task. This model converged with all intercepts and slopes apart

from the by-item slope for language. There was a significant effect

of task on switching frequency (β=−.265, SE= 0.101, z=−2.629,

p= .009), with bilinguals switching less often in the context-

sentence task (M= 29.9%, SD= 13.6) than in the no-context task

(M= 34.1%, SD= 11.0, see Figure 2). Language did not relate to

trial type (β=−.097, SE= 0.061, z=−1.574, p= .115), reflecting

that switching frequency was comparable for Bulgarian and English.

Next, we examined the influence of interacting with a conversa-

tion partner versus not having an interlocutor on switching fre-

quency. This model too converged after removing the by-item

slope for language. The switching frequency did not differ signifi-

cantly between the context-interlocutor task (M= 28.0%, SD=

12.7) and the context-sentence task (M= 29.9%, SD= 13.6;

β= .102, SE= 0.085, z= 1.193, p= .233, see Figure 2).

Switching frequency was higher in English (M= 29.9%, SD=

12.5) than in Bulgarian (M= 23.6%, SD= 12.2) in these tasks

(β= .353, SE= 0.083, z= 4.231, p, .001). The context-sentence

task included both predictable and unpredictable sentence contexts

while the context-interlocutor task only included unpredictable sen-

tence contexts. Given that switching frequency differed between pre-

dictable and unpredictable contexts (see next sets of analyses), as

preregistered, we also ran the comparison between context-sentence

and context-interlocutor including just the unpredictable sentences.

In this analysis, there was a significant difference in switching fre-

quency between tasks (β= .219, SE= 0.084, z= 2.619, p= .009),

with a higher switching frequency in the context-sentence task

than in the context-interlocutor task.

In terms of correlations across tasks, switching frequency was sig-

nificantly related between the no-context and context-sentence tasks,

r(58)= 0.412, p, .001, and between the context-sentence and

context-interlocutor tasks, r(58)= 0.556, p, .001, see Figure 3.

Q1. Switching Costs: Context-Sentence Versus

No-Context and Context-Sentence Versus

Context-Interlocutor

We first compared RTs in the no-context and context-sentence

tasks, where the maximal model converged after removal of correla-

tions. There was no main effect of task (β=−.023, SE= 0.015, t=

−1.506, p= .137). Overall RTs were comparable for the no-context

(M= 1,200, SD= 173) and context-sentence tasks (M= 1,162,

SD= 197). The main effect of language (β=−.028, SE= 0.011,

t=−2.613, p= .011) reflected faster naming in English (across

no-context and sentence-context tasks: M= 1,166, SD= 162) than

Bulgarian (M= 1,211, SD= 180). Of main interest, there was a

main effect of trial type (β= .107, SE= 0.009, t= 12.376,

p, .001), reflecting a significant switching cost (see Table 2 and

Figure 4). This cost interacted with Task (β= .031, SE= 0.014,

t= 2.242, p= .029). The switching cost was larger in the context-

sentence task (trial type computed relative to reading the sentence)

than when naming without context (trial type computed relative to

naming on the previous trial).

The comparison between context-sentence and context-interlocutor

showed somewhat faster naming in the context-interlocutor task

(β= .035, SE= 0.017, t= 2.050, p= .044; without interlocutor:

M= 1,162, SD= 197; with interlocutor M= 1,121, SD= 189). The

main effect of language (β=−.053, SE= 0.013, t=−3.944,

p, .001) again reflected faster naming in English than Bulgarian.

There was also a main effect of trial type (β= .125, SE= 0.010, t=

12.889, p, .001), reflecting that there was a significant switching

cost (see Table 2 and Figure 4). This cost did not interact with Task

(β= .002, SE= 0.012, t= 0.212, p= .833). The switching cost was

comparable in the context-sentence and context-interlocutor tasks.

This remained the case when only unpredictable sentences were

included.

In terms of correlations across tasks, switching costs showed a sig-

nificant correlation between the no-context and context-sentence

tasks, r(57)= 0.401, p= .002, and between the context-sentence

and context-interlocutor tasks, r(57)= 0.317, p= .015, see

Figure 5. This analysis excluded the participants without switch tri-

als in the no-context task.1

Finally, we assessed the internal consistency of RT switching

costs using a permutation-based split-half approach (Parsons,

2021) with 5,000 random splits. The (Spearman–Brown corrected)

internal consistency of the switching cost was 0.68, 95% confidence

interval, CI [0.53–0.79] in the no-context task, 0.72, 95% CI [0.52–

0.85] in the context-sentence task, and 0.65, 95% CI [0.47–0.79] in

the context-interlocutor task.

Q2. Sentence Predictability (Context-Sentence Task)

Within the context-sentence task, we first assessed the influence

of sentence predictability on switching frequency. This model con-

verged with participant and item intercepts and the participant slope

for language. Switching frequency was higher in the unpredictable

condition (M= 32.0%, SD= 13.1) than in the predictable condition

(M= 27.8%, SD= 14.8; β= .215, SE= 0.055, z= 3.928,

p, .001, see Figure 6). Similar to the previous analysis, there

were more English than Bulgarian switches (β= .184, SE= 0.086,

z= 2.129, p= .033).

The RT analysis converged with the intercepts and participants’

slopes for Predictability, Language, and Trial type. RTs showed a

significant main effect on predictability (β= .069, SE= 0.018,

t= 3.918, p, .001). As expected, participants responded faster in

the predictable (M= 1,122, SD= 201) than in the unpredictable

condition (M= 1,203, SD= 198). Responses were faster in

English than in Bulgarian (β=−.034, SE= 0.014, t=−2.467,

1After removal of incorrect responses and RToutliers, six participants pro-
duced ,10 switch trials in at least one of the tasks. Removing these partici-
pants from the analysis still showed a larger switching cost in the sentence
than no-context task and similar costs for the sentence tasks with and without
an interlocutor. Furthermore, the correlations between switching costs
remained significant, suggesting these were not caused by these low-
switching participants.
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p= .017). There was a significant switching cost (β= .123, SE=

0.012, t= 10.564, p, .001), which interacted with predictability

(β=−.024, SE= 0.011, t=−2.130, p= .033). Switching costs

were somewhat smaller in the unpredictable (M= 159, SD= 163)

than in the predictable condition (M= 166, SD= 159; means

excluding one participant with no switch trials left in the predictable

condition, see Figure 6).

Q3. Switching and Naming Behaviour Interlocutor

(Context-Interlocutor Task)

Finally, in the context-interlocutor task, we assessed the influence

of the interlocutor on switching frequency and costs. Starting with

switching frequency, the model converged after removing the

by-item slope for language. Switching frequency was somewhat

higher in the condition where the interlocutor switched frequently

(M= 30.5%, SD= 12.7) than in the low-switching condition

(M= 25.3%, SD= 12.3, see Figure 7) but this did not reach signifi-

cance (β= .334, SE= 0.177, z= 1.883, p= .060). Similar to the

previous analysis, there were more English than Bulgarian switches

(β= .530, SE= 0.106, z= 5.003, p, .001).

In terms of RTs (full model converged), there was no significant

difference between the high- (M= 1,113, SD= 204) and low-switch

conditions (M= 1,128, SD= 174; β=−.014, SE= 0.043, t=

−0.337, p= .737). Again, there were significant effects of trial

type (β= .128, SE= 0.011, t= 11.726, p, .001) and language

(β=−.071, SE= 0.015, t=−4.885, p, .001). There was no inter-

action between trial type and switching condition (β=−.014, SE=

0.022, t=−0.638, p= .526), reflecting similar switching costs in

the high- (M= 142, SD= 110) and low-switching (M= 189,

SD= 139) conditions (see Figure 7).

Exploratory Analyses With Interlocutor

Our main focus was on the global effect of an interlocutor on a

participant’s overall switching behavior. However, previous

research has also shown more short-lived, local effects (e.g.,

Fricke & Kootstra, 2016; Kootstra et al., 2020), with the interlocu-

tor’s immediately preceding sentence influencing a bilingual’s

behavior. We therefore conducted two exploratory analyses.

The first examined the influence of the interlocutor’s preceding

sentence on the bilingual’s own switching frequency. We examined

whether bilinguals were more likely to switch if the interlocutor had

just switched in their preceding utterance. This model converged

with participant and item intercepts and the participant slope for lan-

guage. Participants were more likely to switch when the interlocutor

had just switched in the preceding sentence (β= .242, SE= 0.067,

t= 3.602, p, .001, see Figure 8). Furthermore, the effect of condi-

tion (overall high- or low-switching interlocutor) was no longer near

significance (β= .173, SE= 0.175, t= 0.989, p= .323) but did

interact with the preceding utterance being a switch or not

(β=−.292, SE= 0.134, t=−2.171, p= .030). When the interloc-

utor’s preceding utterance contained a switch, switching frequency

was not influenced by the interlocutor’s overall behaviour at all

(β=−.019, SE= 0.205, t=−0.091, p= .928). In these cases, par-

ticipants switched frequently in both the overall high-switching

Figure 2

Boxplots Showing the Switching Frequency (Percentage of Correct Trials Being a Language

Switch) for the No-Context, Context-Sentence, and Context-Interlocutor Tasks

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant

scores. The median is indicated by the horizontal black line and the centers of the black triangles show

the means.
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(M= 31.3%, SD= 12.6) and the low-switching condition (M=

32.1%, SD= 17.3). In contrast, when the preceding utterance did

not contain any switches, participants in the overall high-switching

condition were somewhat more likely to switch languages them-

selves (M= 29.7%, SD= 13.6) than in the low-switching condition

(M= 24.6%, SD= 12.3), although this difference was not signifi-

cant (β= .288, SE= 0.198, t= 1.456, p= .145). These findings

were related to the interlocutor’s preceding utterance and not influ-

enced by the participant’s own language switching on their previous

trial. Additional analyses examining RTs instead of switching fre-

quency furthermore showed no influence of the interlocutor’s pre-

ceding sentence containing a language switch or not.

The second exploratory analysis examined whether the interlocu-

tor’s language use influenced the bilingual’s language choice. In

both conditions, the interlocutor used English half of the time and

Bulgarian the other half. However, the language they used for

each given target varied across participants. We therefore analyzed

whether the language the interlocutor used for a specific word influ-

enced the bilingual’s own language choice for that word. We also

considered the role of the language used by the interlocutor on the

preceding trial (which language they used to name the previous tar-

get, which was different from the participant’s target word).

Bilinguals were indeed more likely to use the language just used

by the interlocutor to name the preceding target (β= .339, SE=

0.130, t= 2.611, p= .009). However, language choice was more

strongly influenced by the language previously used by the interloc-

utor to name their specific target item. Participants were more likely

to use Bulgarian for an item that the interlocutor had previously

named in Bulgarian (and English if the interlocutor had named

that item in English; β= 1.275, SE= 0.197, t= 6.476, p, .001,

see Figure 9). Mean English language choice was 73.2% (SD=

17.3) when the interlocutor had named that item in English and

50.7% (SD= 22.4) when it had been named in Bulgarian (relative

to mean English use being 59.9% for items that had not been

named yet by the interlocutor). Additional analyses examining

RTs instead of language choice showed no influence of the interloc-

utor’s preceding language choice.

Discussion

We examined howBulgarian-English bilinguals switch languages

voluntarily when naming pictures without context, in a sentence

Figure 3

Scatterplots Showing the Correlation Between the Switching Frequency in the No-Context and Context-Sentence Tasks (Left) and the

Context-Sentence and Context-Interlocutor Tasks (Right)

Note. See the online article for the color version of this figure.

Table 2

RT Means (and SDs) for the Three Naming Tasks per Trial Type

(Nonswitch, Switch) and the Switching Costs (RT Difference

Between Switch and Nonswitch Trials)

Trial type No-context Context-sentence Context-interlocutor

Nonswitch 1,162 (174) 1,124 (199) 1,084 (189)
Switch 1,288 (192) 1,295 (225) 1,249 (227)
Switching cost 129 (110)a 171 (158) 165 (126)

Note. RT= reaction times.
aOne participant is not included in this switching cost as no switch trials
remained after outlier removal.
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context, and in a sentence context with an interlocutor. We focused

on their switching frequency (how often they switched languages)

and switching cost (RT difference between switch and nonswitch tri-

als). Bilinguals switched in all contexts, which was associated with a

cost in all contexts too. They furthermore switched less often and

showed larger costs in the sentence context than when naming with-

out context. Both frequency and costs correlated between the

context-related comparisons of interest. Comparisons between

high- and low-predictability sentences showed that bilinguals

switched more often and showed somewhat smaller switching

costs when sentences did not predict a specific target word.

Finally, we assessed the influence of the interlocutor’s switching fre-

quency on the bilingual’s own switching frequency. The global

influence of the interlocutor’s frequency on the bilingual’s fre-

quency was small and not significant. However, further exploratory

analyses showed that the interlocutor’s behavior did locally influ-

ence the bilingual’s moment of switching (more frequent switching

immediately after the interlocutor switched) and language choice

(more frequent use of the language that the interlocutor also used

for that item).

Comparison of Voluntary Switching Across Tasks

Research examining the cognitive mechanisms involved in volun-

tary switching has typically focused on the production of individual

words without any context. Often, these studies show substantial

switching costs (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018; Gollan & Ferreira, 2009).

However, previous research using other types of tasks has suggested

that switching costs might not emerge in sentence context (e.g.,

Gullifer et al., 2013). Our first aim of the comparison of switching fre-

quency and costs across tasks was to identify whether switching costs

are potentially an artifact of less naturalistic tasks that require switching

between individual words without context. That was not the case.

Switching costs were observed in all three tasks, both with and without

context. This is in linewith recent studies using differentmeasures (e.g.,

number of filler words) also showing switching costs in a sentence con-

text (Sánchez et al., 2022), in conversations (Faroqi-Shah & Wereley,

2022), and in corpus data (Fricke et al., 2016). Given that we used nam-

ing times as a measure, however, wewere also able to compare naming

in context versus in isolation (as typically used in this literature) and

showed through a direct comparison that participants switched regu-

larly and showed switching costs both with and without context.

Our second aim was to compare how switching frequency and costs

relate to each other across tasks with and without context. In our com-

parisons of interest (no-context vs. sentence-context and without inter-

locutor vs. with interlocutor), both frequency and switching costs

correlated moderately across contexts. It is important to point out

here that for the key comparison (no-context vs. sentence-context),

switching frequency and costs were computed in different ways. In

the no-context task, switches were identified relative to the participant’s

previously named picture (e.g., a trial was a switch if the previous pic-

ture had been named in Bulgarian and the current picturewas named in

English). This is how switching is typically defined in research using

picture naming in isolation. In contrast, in our context tasks, trial

type was determined relative to the language of the preceding words

in the sentence, in line with how code switches are typically identified

Figure 4

Boxplots Showing the Switching Cost (RT Difference Between Switch and Nonswitch Trials)

for the No-Context, Context-Sentence, and Context-Interlocutor Tasks

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant

scores. Note that the one participant with no remaining switch trials in the no-context task is not

included. The median is indicated by the horizontal black line and the centers of the black triangles

show the means. RT= reaction times.
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in daily-life speech. That is, a trial typewas a switch if, for example, the

sentence started in Bulgarian and the target word was produced in

English. This was regardless of the language the participant used to

name the previous target picture. Thus, despite trial type being defined

in different ways, the switching costs and frequency correlated across

tasks. Furthermore, internal reliability of the switching costs was com-

parable for the three tasks. Reliability was adequate, although a little

lower than reliabilityobserved in previous data sets of voluntary switch-

ing (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018). It is possible that split-half reliability

was lower in this study as a consequence of pictures not being repeated

within the same task. Individual items can have a large impact on lan-

guage choice, and potentially also the moment of switching (e.g., de

Bruin & Martin, 2022; de Bruin et al., 2018). Split-half reliability

with unrepeated itemsmight therefore bemore susceptible to individual

item effects than analyses with repeated items.

Switching costs being present in all contexts, and correlating

despite the differences between tasks, suggest that bilinguals do

indeed experience switching costs even when switching freely. This

suggests that bilinguals experience competition between languages

even when using their languages freely. Although language choice

in these contexts might largely be driven by lexical access and how

quickly an item can be retrieved (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018), the

other language might remain active and might require ongoing lan-

guage coordination (D. W. Green & Wei, 2014) and potential lan-

guage control to manage this competition (e.g., D. W. Green,

1998). The switching cost patterns across tasks suggest that these

costs and potential control mechanisms might be present across

contexts. Although contextual features can modulate both frequency

and costs, the similarities across tasks suggest language-switching

mechanisms are not fundamentally different with and without

context.

However, we did also observe differences between tasks. With

respect to overall differences between tasks with and without con-

text, we hypothesized that these effects could go in two directions.

On the one hand, sentence contexts might allow for more preparation

time (e.g., Declerck & Philipp, 2015) and provide a more naturalistic

environment facilitating language switches relative to naming in iso-

lation. On the other hand, language coactivation might be reduced in

sentence contexts (e.g., Van Hell & de Groot, 2008) and might there-

fore reduce language switching frequency in context relative to

no-context. Our data showed that bilinguals switched more fre-

quently without context, supporting the second hypothesis that sen-

tence context might reduce language coactivation and therefore

reduce the likelihood of switching. This hypothesis is discussed fur-

ther below, when comparing predictable and unpredictable switch-

ing contexts. The overall comparison of contexts with and without

an interlocutor showed no difference in switching frequency,

although there was a difference when only unpredictable sentences

were considered. This is likely because of the presence of the inter-

locutor as well as effects of sentence predictability, as discussed

below.

In terms of switching costs, these were larger in the tasks measur-

ing switching in sentence contexts. This again suggests that sentence

context could have reduced language coactivation and therefore

Figure 5

Scatterplots Showing the Correlation Between the Switching Cost in the No-Context and Context-Sentence Tasks (Left) and the

Context-Sentence and Context-Interlocutor Tasks (Right)

Note. Note that the participant without remaining switch trials in the no-context task is not included in the scatterplot. See the online article for the color

version of this figure.
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decreased the ease of switching relative to no-context. It also pro-

vides further evidence that switching costs are not absent in sentence

contexts and that the additional preparation time sentences provide

does not eliminate switching costs. This might especially apply to

voluntary language switching, which is less susceptible to effects

of preparation time than cued switching (de Bruin & Xu, 2023).

However, although the tasks were comparable in various ways

(e.g., DVs and stimuli used), there were several differences between

the tasks that could have influenced the cross-task comparison in

terms of the size of the switching cost and frequency. The direct

comparisons in terms of size should therefore be interpreted cau-

tiously. First, switching was measured in different ways in sentence

context tasks (relative to the sentence) versus the no-context task

(relative to the previous target word). Second, in the sentence context

task, in most sentences, participants also always had to use the target

noun after using a verb while in the no-context task, only nouns were

used. Third, in the sentence context task, participants alternated

between reading a sentence and naming pictures, introducing a

modality switch. These latter two task differences should apply to

both nonswitch and switch trials. However, there was no overall

task RT difference between the sentence context and no-context

tasks. If anything, naming was slightly faster in the sentence context

task, suggesting that the differences between tasks did not make the

sentence task more difficult. Thus, going from reading a sentence out

loud to producing a picture name does not appear to have introduced

a general processing cost (across nonswitch and switch trials) rela-

tive to picture naming without context. Indeed, when the aim of

the comprehension and production tasks is the same (producing

words out loud) and when the comprehension task does not include

additional demands (e.g., semantic classification), going from

reading out loud to production of picture names might not introduce

costs (cf. Li & Gollan, 2022). Furthermore, any modality switch

costs might also have been reduced or eliminated in our study thanks

to the short interval (500 ms) between the end of sentence reading

and picture presentation. In the absence of an impact on overall

RTs, it is therefore unlikely that a modality switch can explain the

differences in language switching costs across tasks. However, this

cannot be ruled out and the direct comparisons in terms of the size

of costs should be interpreted with caution. The same applies to

the comparison between contexts with and without an interlocutor,

which differed in their stimulus list composition (i.e., the presence

of predictable sentence contexts). Stimulus list composition in gene-

ral is a variable that can influence bilingual processing (e.g., Dijkstra

et al., 1998). Although these differences between the three task ver-

sions hinder the interpretation of the absolute size of the switching

costs, they also make the similarities in terms of correlations and reli-

ability across tasks more striking.

Considering these differences across tasks, further within-task

comparisons provide a better opportunity to examine the impact of

specific contextual factors on switching frequency and costs. Next,

we therefore discuss the role of sentence predictability and the influ-

ence of the interlocutor.

Sentence Predictability

As expected, namingwas faster overall in predictable than in unpre-

dictable sentence contexts.When aword is predicted by the preceding

language context, coactivation of related words in the other language

might also be reduced (e.g., Lauro & Schwartz, 2017). Given that lan-

guage choice and switching are related to how easily a word can be

Figure 6

Boxplots Showing the Switching Frequency (Left) and Switching Costs (Right) for the Predictable and Unpredictable Conditions in the

Context-Sentence Task

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant scores. The median is indicated by the horizontal black

line and the centers of the black triangles show the means.
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accessed in each language (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018), we hypothe-

sized language switching to be less frequent when a word is predict-

able in a given sentence context. This was indeed the case: bilinguals

switched more often on a target word that was not predictable. This

also aligns with corpus research (Myslín & Levy, 2015) showing

that bilinguals switch languagesmore oftenwhen unpredictable infor-

mation is coming up. These differences in switching behavior can be

explained through both speaker-based and listener-based factors. On

the one hand, language behavior (including comprehension processes

too) might mostly be shaped by mechanisms related to the speaker

and their language production (e.g., MacDonald, 2013). This can

include how easily certain words or structures are retrieved or

planned, with a preference for easy-to-retrieve choices that increase

production fluency. In the case of unpredictable sentence contexts,

this can include speakers being more likely to switch because coacti-

vation of the “other” language is higher than in predictable contexts.

On the other hand, switching behaviour might also be more listener-

oriented, with a speaker switching languages to “warn” the listener

that the upcoming information is less predictable or expected (e.g.,

Myslín & Levy, 2015). Although no listener was present in this

task, a bilingual’s ongoing real-life experience of adjusting their lan-

guage behavior in this way (i.e., switching more often when informa-

tion is not predictable) could still have shaped their language behavior

more generally, including in contexts without direct interaction.

Our findings regarding switching frequency are thus compatible

with both accounts. However, compared to the no-context task, pre-

dictable sentences appeared to reduce switching frequency (rather

than unpredictable sentences increasing switching), suggesting this

pattern is more easily explained through coactivation of translation

equivalents in the other language being reduced in predictable con-

texts. Furthermore, the finding that switching costs were also some-

what larger in predictable sentence contexts (although the difference

with unpredictable contexts was very small), is more easily

explained through language coactivation being reduced in predict-

able contexts. Switching to the other language (e.g., because the

bilingual prefers the language for that specific target item or because

they prefer a specific language more globally) might take more time

if the coactivation of that other language is lower, and activation and

interference from the language currently in use is higher, in a predict-

able sentence context. This switching cost pattern seems less com-

patible with alternative accounts that explain the costs through

language switching being used to manage or recover in situations

where speech planning demands are high. While the switching fre-

quency pattern is in line with this account too, the switching costs

being smallest in the more “difficult to plan” unpredictable condition

suggests these language switching costs did not arise purely as a con-

sequence of participants switching mostly in utterances that were

most difficult to plan.

Furthermore, larger switching costs in predictable contexts do not

necessarily align with listener-focused “audience design” playing a

large role, with bilinguals adjusting their switching behavior to

accommodate a listener (Myslín & Levy, 2015). In this specific

task, however, participants were not interacting with another bilin-

gual. It is possible that predictability effects on switching costs differ

Figure 7

Boxplots Showing the Switching Frequency (Left) and Switching Costs (Right) for the High- and Low-Switching Interlocutor Conditions in

the Context-Interlocutor Task

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant scores. The median is indicated by the horizontal black

line and the centers of the black triangles show the means.
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from the current findings when sentence predictability is manipu-

lated in interaction with another bilingual. That is, listener-focused

factors might play a larger role in interaction. Furthermore, bilin-

guals might switch for communicative purposes (and thus listener-

based factors might be more influential) in particular when words

are unexpected, while the current study only included low-constraint

sentences in which the target word was simply not predicted but not

very unexpected.

Finally, when smaller costs and higher frequency are found in the

same condition, it is possible that purely the practice of switching

more often in a task can explain the smaller costs. We therefore

assessed whether the predictability effect in frequency correlated

with the effect in costs. While there was a small correlation, this

was not significant, r(57)=−.229, p= .081, suggesting that pure

“practice” with switching in a task did not explain the predictability

effect on switching costs. However, it should be pointed out that the

switching cost effect of predictability was rather small. The main

impact of sentence context appeared to be the actual switching

behaviour itself, namely how frequently a bilingual switches. It is

likely that any impact on naming times (switching costs) is minimal

as bilinguals were switching voluntarily. Lexical access in the “other

language”might be slower in predictable sentences, but if a bilingual

can name that specific item much faster in the “other language,” this

is likely to reduce any negative effects of predictability on switching

costs.

Interacting With an Interlocutor

Our main question in the final context (naming in interaction with

an interlocutor) was to examine whether the interlocutor’s global

switching behavior influenced the bilingual’s overall switching

behavior. Previous studies have focused on more short-lived effects

by comparing the influence of the interlocutor’s preceding utterance

(e.g., Kootstra et al., 2020). Here we wanted to examine whether

bilinguals adjust their language behavior more globally, by compar-

ing interactions with a high-switching or low-switching interlocutor.

Language use was kept constant between conditions, with the inter-

locutor using English half of the time and Bulgarian the other half.

There was a small effect in the expected direction, although this did

not reach significance. Bilinguals switched somewhat more often

overall when the interlocutor switched frequently too. This type of

alignment could occur as the consequence of multiple mechanisms.

High-switching contexts could increase the overall coactivation of

both languages and enhance the likelihood of switching (e.g.,

Kootstra et al., 2020). This interpretation centers more around

speaker-based benefits. However, alignment could also reflect less

automatic processes focused more on the listener, for instance

through social alignment, where bilinguals create a shared identity

with the interlocutor by using similar language behavior. Finally,

language switching is not always possible, or even viewed positively

(cf. Dewaele &Wei, 2014). A low-switching interlocutor could have

created an environment where participants felt that switching was

perhaps not appropriate or viewed positively. Indeed, relative to

the other tasks (e.g., the unpredictable Context-Sentence sentences),

participants’ switching behavior decreased in the presence of a low-

switching interlocutor as opposed to increasing with a high-

switching interlocutor. This suggests that participants perhaps eval-

uated this context as not being a switching environment and adjusted

their behavior accordingly. However, these results should be inter-

preted with caution given that the effect did not reach significance.

It is possible this effect is larger when interactions take place in per-

son, although previous research has shown strong alignment even

Figure 8

Boxplots Showing the Switching Frequency in the Context-Interlocutor Task for Sentences

Immediately Preceded by an Interlocutor Utterance Without a Switch (Left) Versus Interlocutor

Sentences With a Switch (Right)

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant

scores. The median is indicated by the horizontal black line and the centers of the black triangles show

the means.
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when humans are interacting with computers (cf. Branigan et al.,

2010). Due to COVID-19, we used an online paradigm in which par-

ticipants were only introduced to the interlocutor via a recorded

video in the beginning. The rest of the task used audio recordings.

In-person interactions, or interactions where the interlocutor’s face

is visible, might increase the interlocutor’s influence. Furthermore,

it should be noted that this manipulation was the only between-

subject manipulation in the study and power therefore was lower

than for the other analyses.

While global alignment to the interlocutor had relatively little

impact on the bilingual’s switching, bilinguals did show stronger

local alignment to the interlocutor’s preceding utterance. In line

with previous literature (e.g., Kootstra et al., 2020), bilinguals

were more likely to switch languages if the interlocutor just switched

themselves. This also interacted with the interlocutor’s overall

switching behaviour, which had some influence on switching fre-

quency when the preceding utterance contained no switch, but no

influence when there was a switch in the preceding utterance.

Together, these findings suggest that the immediate behaviour of

the interlocutor (i.e., the preceding utterance) has a larger influence

on a bilingual’s own behavior than their overall switching patterns.

Interestingly, these patterns were observed without a “lexical boost”

driven by the repetition of items. This suggests language switching

alignment does not require alignment or repetition of lexical items

(cf. Kootstra et al., 2020). The observed local alignment can be

explained through both more automatic (speaker-based) priming

mechanisms and through more mediated (potentially more listener-

focused) alignment, for example for social alignment or for audience

design (e.g., to help the listener process your words), with the differ-

ent processes not being mutually exclusive.

Furthermore, language choice for each item was also influenced

by the interlocutor, despite their overall language use being equal

for each language. Language choice was influenced by the interloc-

utor’s language in the previous trial, but even more so by the lan-

guage the interlocutor used to name the same item himself

previously. This is despite the often relatively large temporal dis-

tance between the interlocutor naming that item and the participant

naming it. These patterns are most likely to arise through automatic

priming, with the interlocutor’s language use increasing the activa-

tion of that specific word in the language they used for it. Given the

large number of items and the distance between interlocutor and par-

ticipant naming, it is unlikely that these effects can be explained

throughmoremediated (e.g., social) alignment, which would require

the bilingual to keep track of the interlocutor’s language choice for

each item.

Effects of context mostly concerned the actual moment or fre-

quency of switching, with little to no impact on the naming times

or costs associated with switching. Across the different findings,

this suggests effects of context do not place an additional cost on

the bilingual’s language processing and are likely to emerge through

more automatic mechanisms such as language coactivation and

priming. These findings are in line with previous research assessing

effects of visual context on voluntary picture naming, which showed

language-choice alignment with visual cues (flags associated with

one of the languages) as well language input (de Bruin & Martin,

2022). Similar to the current study, alignment with context did not

have a negative effect on naming times or switching costs either.

This suggests that adjusting your language behavior to the context

(in this case the interlocutor) does not increase the effort or control

associated with bilingual language production. This furthermore

suggests that alignment in language choice and switching might

mostly take place in the form of more automatic, bottom-up mecha-

nisms such as priming that benefit the speaker, and perhaps less

through more top-down mechanisms focusing on the listener.

Figure 9

Boxplots Showing Percentage English Use in the Context-Interlocutor Task for Items

Previously Named by the Interlocutor in Bulgarian (Left) Versus in English (Right)

Note. The boxplot shows the interquartile rangewith the black dots representing individual participant

scores. The median is indicated by the horizontal black line and the centers of the black triangles show

the means.
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Context: Limitations and Future Directions

There are many contextual variables that might play a role in daily-

life language production. The current study aimed to examine a limited

number of specific contextual variables. However, there aremanyother

factors that should be considered in the future. Below we summarize a

few key variables that require further research. Ideally, these variables

would be studied through a combination of corpus data capturing real-

life conversations and experimental research that is able to study the

role of specific variables in a more controlled environment.

With respect to the role of the interlocutor, our (recorded) interlocu-

tor was another Bulgarian-English bilingual but was not known to the

participants. Bilinguals’ switching behavior in real-life conversations

might vary depending on the identityof the interlocutor, with bilinguals

found to switch more frequently with another bilingual from the same

group than with people from another group (e.g., Poplack, 1983). Thus

the identity of the interlocutor, and whether they are known by the par-

ticipant, could influence switching behavior. Furthermore, there might

be additional processing costs associated with interacting with multiple

interlocutors (Peeters, 2020), which is also common in some real-life

settings, and could further influence switching.

In the current study, we aimed to keep relatively high experimen-

tal control to enable us to reliably measure naming onset times.

However, the experimental setup does comewith several limitations.

In addition to the limitations already discussed in previous para-

graphs, the stimuli used embedded words in a sentence context

but did not embed those sentences into a broader discourse. In daily-

life conversations, sentences do not stand on their own (as was the

case in the current study) but rather connect to the other sentences

within a larger conversation or narrative.

Furthermore, we focused on one specific type of intrasentential

switching while daily-life language switching can (depending on

the bilingual) include different types of switches. This can include

language switches between and within sentences. Within sentences,

switches can come in the form of insertions of one word in different

places of a sentence, alternating languages across multiple words,

and so-called dense code-switching or congruent lexicalization

using a shared language structure with words and/or morphemes

from multiple languages. In the current study, we only worked

with language switches that were the insertion of one noun phrase

at the end of the sentence. Given that even within-sentence code

switches might be processed differently depending on the type

(e.g., D. W. Green & Wei, 2014), future research also needs to con-

sider the role of different switching patterns.

In this study, we furthermore did not examine potential differences

between the two languages, apart from including language as a main

effect in the analyses. Some differences between languages were

observed (e.g., faster responses in English than in Bulgarian).

However, these differences can be related to many variables, including

fundamental differences between the languages. For instance, faster nam-

ing times in English could be related to responses always startingwith the

same definite article (“the”) while Bulgarian articles are gender-marked

and placed at the end of the noun. Furthermore, although all bilinguals

spoke Bulgarian and English, their language profiles varied and their

first language in order of acquisition (Bulgarian) was not always the lan-

guage they used most in their daily lives (with most participants living in

theUnitedKingdom),making it difficult to compare afirst versus second

language. However, in some bilingual populations, code-switching pat-

terns differ between languages (e.g., more frequent switching to one of

the languages, Myslín & Levy, 2015). Furthermore, different bilingual

populations also vary in their reasons for switching and the potential

use of more bottom-up versus top-down mechanisms (cf. Poplack,

1988). Thiswarrants further research also considering different bilinguals

and language pairs, and potential differences between languageswithin a

bilingual.

Conclusion

At a practical level, this study showed how language production

can be studied in context, using picture naming times as a frequently

used measure that is relatively easy to set up, measure, and compare

across studies. Here we show that both switching frequency and

switching costs can be measured reliably to assess effects of context.

Our data also suggest picture naming without context can still be used

as a fast(er) tool to assess voluntary switching where needed. Given

the correlations between tasks and comparable split-half reliability,

and considering that switching costs were observed in all contexts,

when a research project aims to determine a participant’s switching

frequency and costs, a naming task without context appears no less

suitable than a task with context. This has important practical impli-

cations, as designing a task with sentence context and/or an interloc-

utor poses more demands on stimulus creation and increases the time

of the study. Furthermore, in many cases a task without context might

be preferred because of the effects context can have on the bilingual’s

behaviour, which in turn can depend on the type of context used.

However, our data also show the importance of studying the role

of context, given that language is rarely used in isolation and consid-

ering that various contextual factors were found to influence the

bilingual’s switching behavior. Ideally, therefore, future research

would employ a range of measures examining context, also includ-

ing more naturalistic data such as free conversations and corpus data

to provide a more comprehensive understanding of language use.

In conclusion, this study shows previously observed language-

switching patterns are not solely because of the use of more artificial

tasks that consider word production without any context. At the same

time, they highlight the need for more research on contextual effects.

Combining measures of switching behavior (frequency) and naming

times within the same task, as opposed to focusing on one of the

two, can furthermore help to evaluate the possible mechanisms under-

lying effects of context. Although voluntary language choice and

switchingmight be largely driven by lexical access (how fast a bilingual

can name a word in each language, e.g., de Bruin et al., 2018), it does

not take place in isolation. Language choice, and as a consequence

switching, can be influenced by a range of contextual factors including

visual and nonvisual language cues, surrounding language input, the

topic of conversation, and information we know about the interlocutor,

to name a few examples. Studying different types of context varying in

their potential influence on both language behavior and naming times is

crucial to increase our understanding of how and why bilinguals switch

languages freely, as somany bilinguals frequently do in their daily lives.
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